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Herbicide free weed control. 

The best cultivator for mechanical weed control  
especially for organic farming and no tillage. 

 
 

The KVICK-FINN history. 
 

We created KVICK-FINN in 2004 and 2005 after using for many years standard cultivators 
and disc harrows. We found that these do not have enough good effect while the arable 
structure deteriorated and thus became expensive to use. We had to find a more gentle 
weed control method. 

I worked as a consultant for organic farming and machinery within the farmers' advisory 
organization. I went over to grow my farm organically in 1996. All of this resulted in 2003 
starting to sell special machines for and consulting for organic farms. Now we present BT-
Agro the amazing KVICK-FINN cultivator for organic farmers and modern agriculture for 
the herbicide free weed control around Europe.  
 

How does KVICK-FINN work? 
 

The KVICK-FINN cultivator is a combination of open and good goosefoot cultivator and pto 
driven rotor, a pickup, a separator. The special goosefoot cuts off the roots of the weeds, 
cultivate the soil and lifts the roots closer to the surface of the field. The special designed 
springy tines on the rotor grabs the roots and shakes off the earth while throwing them high up 
in the air and far behind the machine. Because of its toughness and lighter weight, the roots 
land later on the top of the field, far from the soil growth resources; water and nutrients. On the 
top of the field the weeds are being exposed to sun rays and wind, to dry up and lose their 
power of life.  
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KVICK-FINN can be used throughout the growing season. 
 

In the spring before sowing 
- Cultivate once or twice during a week's time early in the spring before sowing. All the roots that 
the machine lifts to the surface die in 3 - 4 days, so great is the effect! 
- Freeland growers who plant later in the spring can cultivate two to three times before. Then the 
effect is really great. Many vegetables are harvested earlier and then you have weeks and 
months to cultivate with KVICK-FINN. Then it is easy to achieve up to 100% effect. 
 

 
KVICK-FINN Light 3000x3 model in herbicide free weed control in spring. 
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Conventional farmers with direct seeding and heavily minimized mintil cultivation easily get big 
problems with perennial weeds. Many weeds today become resistant to pesticides in effective 
agriculture. Here, Kvick-Finn is a modern and effective cultivator. No weeds can live with the 
roots free on the soil surface, roots must be inside the soil, have dark and be covered with 
nutritious soil. Fight with Kvick-Finn early in the spring one to two times before sowing. 

 
Shorter fallow in early summer or later in grassland breaking. 
 

KVICK-FINN considerably shortens the time for the most common whole growth season fallow 
that are used for mechanical weed control in really contaminated conditions. The highly weather 
dependent whole growth season fallow can be replaced by shorter and much more intensive 
pre- and after-season fallows and keep the field in productive crop during the season.  
 

- Cultivate 3 max 4 times for 8 weeks in the early summer when nature starts to grow. So in and 
grow the rest of the season fast growing under crops as to improve the structure and fertilize the 
field. 
 

- Brake an old grassland or annual green manure at the end of summer. Cultivate 3 max 4 times 
for 8 weeks and the effect on deep root weeds is great. 
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KVICK-FINN ECO 300 M breaking an old grassland or annual green manure. 
 

 
 

 
Official test results made in Finland show that KVICK-FINN is the most effective machine 
against perennial weeds as couch grass and different thistles, with up to 98 % effect. 
 

 
Blue pile is yellow thistles and red pile is red thistles, amount of dry matter g/m². Already 
with 2 runs with about 25 days apart in the compensation mode resulted in 100% effect. 
 

After harvesting in autumn. 
 

Cultivate with KVICK-FINN the first time immediately after harvest. Cultivate the second 
time when the perennial weed has grown up to the compensation mode. It is for the couch 
grass 1,5 - 3 leaf stage and for different thistles 6 - 8 leafs stage. 

If the weed pressure is not so big, you can first cultivate with any implement or plow and 
then use KVICK-FINN just before the cold winter comes. Frost and cold dries out the 
weeds, the nutrients, the liquid in the roots, blows up the root and it dies out. But note, the 
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roots must lie on the surface free of soil. Experiments show that if a couch grass root on 
the surface is covered with 2 cm of soil, it survives - 20 degrees cold weather! 

 
KVICK-FINN Light 4000x3 after harvest. 
 

   
KVICK-FINN Power 6200  “The Best You Can Get” 

 

Järvvägen 10    Telefon 0500-567611 FO:nummer Bank 
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65520 Helsingby boris.lindgard@bt-agro.fi 2603583-4 
www.bt-agro.fi 

Nordea FI 811 7893 00000 4977

 


